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Measuring radio frequency properties of materials in pulsed magnetic
fields with a tunnel diode oscillator

T. Coffey, Z. Bayindir, J. F. DeCarolis, M. Bennett,a) G. Esper, and C. C. Agostab)

Department of Physics, Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts 01610

~Received 27 June 2000; accepted for publication 3 September 2000!

Tunnel diode oscillators have been used in many types of experiments that measure the properties
of materials. We present the details of an apparatus that extend these tunnel diode techniques to
measure the properties of materials in pulsed magnetic fields. In the most common version of this
method, a sample is placed in the inductor of a small rf tank circuit powered by a tunnel diode and
the conductivity, magnetization, or penetration depth is measured. We explain in this article how the
sample and configuration of the radio frequency fields determine which property is measured. Our
major innovations are to stabilize the tunnel diode oscillator during a magnet pulse by using
compensated coils in the tank circuit and the development of two methods, one digital and one
analog, to measure the frequency and amplitude shifts in the oscillator during the short~10 s of ms!
magnet pulse. We illustrate the power of this new measurement method by showing preliminary
results of the superconducting transition and the Shubnikov–de Haas effect in the organic conductor
k-~ET!2Cu~NCS!2 . The Shubnikov–de Haas effect shows particularly high amplitude oscillations
due to magnetic breakdown orbits. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We have developed a radio frequency measurem
technique based on a tunnel diode oscillator~TDO! that is
suitable for millisecond and longer pulsed magnetic fiel
We have successfully used this technique to measure su
conducting transitions and the Shubnikov–de Haas~SdH!
effect ~oscillations in resistivity! as a function of magnetic
field in organic conductors. By successfully measuring S
oscillations we show that other measurements such as m
netic susceptibility in insulators, nuclear magnetic resona
signals, and penetration depth in metals are possible
pulsed magnetic fields using this technique. We believe
the TDO in pulsed magnetic fields will enhance many stud
of condensed matter in high magnetic fields.

Our innovation was to redesign the TDO system to wo
in pulsed magnetic fields. We were motivated to do this
cause many experiments on novel conducting systems
volve ever increasing magnetic fields, and the way to cre
the highest magnetic fields is to use pulsed magnetic fiel1

In pulsed magnetic fields traditional four lead transport m
surements become difficult because the high resistance o
samples~or the contacts!, and stray capacitance in the lea
form RC time constants that are long compared to the
sponse demanded by the short~tens of milliseconds! magnet
pulse. This problem is true for ac or dc transport measu
ments, and has had some solutions,2 but always makes trans
port measurements in a pulsed magnetic field difficult. Us
a rf field as a probe overcomes these time constant prob
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as has been shown in the past.3 An additional advantage o
the TDO method over traditional transport measureme
for pulsed or dc fields, is that no leads need to be attache
the sample. Leads can stress small samples and broade
perconducting transitions or other phase transitions. Ther
also the possibility that the TDO method only measures c
ductivity in one plane allowing the selective examination
isotropic conductivity. This possibility will be addresse
later in this article.

Unfortunately, TDOs have not been used extensively
recent years, partially because they involve rf circuits t
can be troublesome to use, but more often because it
been difficult to understand what properties are measured
the TDO. Careful analysis shows that in some cases the T
method is similar to the cavity perturbation techniques po
lar in the microwave region of the spectrum. In other ca
the TDO technique is similar to an ac magnetometer. Des
the perceived difficulties in using them, TDOs have be
used for many types of condensed matter physics meas
ments in the past, starting with the determination of the
electric constant of3He in Meyers group in 1966.4 Since then
many different types of phenomena have been measured
ing TDOs,5–15 and their sensitivity and stability has bee
increased and carefully analyzed particularly by V
Degrift16,17 and others.18,19 Although the use of TDOs to
study magnetoresistance in organic conductors was
gested and tested by Brooks,6 very few studies have bee
done on novel conductors until recently5,20 and most of the
older studies concentrated on the superconduc
transition.9

In our TDO method the sample is placed in the coil o
self resonant tank circuit. Measuring the frequency and
amplitude of the circuit oscillations gives information abo
il:
0 © 2000 American Institute of Physics

 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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the penetration depth, resistivity, or susceptibility of t
sample. Two problems had to be overcome to use the s
dard TDO method in a pulsed magnetic field. The first pro
lem is that the coil used in the tank circuit at the heart of
TDO generates a voltage due to thedB/dt of the magnet
pulse and this voltage will push the diode off of its bias po
during a pulse. The second problem was to develop a
acquisition system that would measure frequency and am
tude thousands of times during the magnet pulse in orde
study that phenomena as a function of magnetic field. T
duration of a pulsed field can be anywhere between 10
2000 ms. The solutions to these problems are addresse
low in detail. Before we address these experimental det
some general principles of the TDO circuit are present
Special emphasis is given to the question of what proper
are measured in the TDO. It will be shown that the quan
measured depends on the type of sample measured an
frequency of the TDO. In the last section of the article so
preliminary data are shown.

II. THEORY

A simple representation of the TDO circuit is shown
Fig. 1. The current biases the tunnel diode such that the
circuit oscillates at its resonant frequency. The sample un
study goes between the capacitor plates or in the inducto
the tank circuit depending on the type of measurement th
desired. As examples, for measuring the dielectric cons
the sample goes between the capacitor plates, for susc
bility, penetration depth, or resistivity, the sample goes i
the inductor.

Many articles explain the stability and noise characte
tics of the TDO.8,17 What has not always been well unde
stood is how a sample interacts with the tank circuit in
TDO. Certain configurations, such as placing the coil over
infinite plate conductor,14 or placing an ellipsoidal magneti
sample in a coil,21 have been solved analytically. In the ca
of irregularly shaped samples, common to our field of stu
only approximations or empirical equations can be found
relate the raw data, the frequency and amplitude of the
cillations, to the properties of the sample. In all cases we
the following method to understand our measurements.

The tank circuit is modeled as a driven, damped h
monic oscillator and the sample couples to the induc
changing the inductor’s impedance. If the sample o
lightly perturbs the tank circuit we can find simple relatio
ships between the raw data and the measurements we
For example, when we are studying type I superconduct
the frequency that we measure is proportional to the pene
tion depth of the sample for small frequency shifts.22 In gen-
eral, we measure the complex conductivity of the sam
s5s11 is2 , which is the inverse of the complex imped
ance. The rf field penetrates a distanced51/Apm0f s1

~wheres1 is the real part of the conductivity,f is the fre-
quency, andm0 is the permittivity of free space! into the
sample or less if it is a superconductor with a smaller Lo
don penetration depth. If the frequency is high andd is small
compared to the size of the sample, or the sample is su
conducting, it is common to say that we measure the sur
Downloaded 22 Dec 2000  to 140.232.2.33.  Redistribution subject to
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impedanceZs5Rs1 iXs , whereRs is the surface resistanc
andXs is the surface reactance. In our experiment the ac
measurements we make are of the frequency and ampli
of the oscillations of the TDO tank circuit, which are relate
to the imaginary and real parts of the surface impedan
respectively. The amplitude is directly related to the qua
factor Q of the circuit.

To analyze the data for the irregular shaped samp
common to our experiments we start with the followin
questions about the general conditions of the measurem
Does the combination of frequency and resistivity allow t
rf fields to penetrate the bulk of the sample or just a sm
skin depth? Is the sample an insulator? Is it magnetic? Is
superconductor? The following cases are common.

~1! An insulating magnetic sample loads the induc
with a constant volume (d5`) and susceptibility. This is a
common configuration that has been solved for the cas
loaded core inductors. In theARRL Handbook,23 for ex-
ample, it states thatL5Lempty(11xr ) wherex is the suscep-
tibility of the sample andr is the filling factor.

~2! The properties of type II superconductors in rf fiel
have been worked out by a few different groups in both
Meissner and the flux states.13,24,25 The dominant effect in
these materials is the coupling of the rf field to the fluxoi
which changes the effective skin depth. As the supercond
tivity is destroyed, either by temperature or magnetic fie
the superconductor crosses over to metallic behavior.

~3! Metallic samples have different limits dependin

FIG. 1. The tunnel diode oscillator circuit.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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upon the relationship of their size and skin depth, althoug
all cases their response is dominated by the effective diam
netism of their conduction electrons~eddy currents! and the
effective volume asd changes. Even ifd is larger than the
sample, the effective diamagnetism will cause the TDO f
quency to shift as a function of the resistivity making t
TDO good for measuring resistivity,26,27 but poor for mea-
suring the smaller signal coming from the magnetic prop
ties of conductors. A calculation relating to these effects
done at the end of this article.

III. APPARATUS

The solutions to the two problems mentioned in Sec
are the main innovations described in this article. The pr
lem most intrinsic to using the TDO in a pulsed magne
field is suppressing the induced voltages generated by
dB/dt of the pulsed magnetic field that destabilize the c
cuit. In particular, the inductor of the TDO tank circuit cr
ates a large voltage during the pulse that pulls the TDO
quency by moving the tunnel diode bias point, or sometim
quenches the oscillations by pushing the diode out of
negative resistance region completely. Although one co
design an active bias circuit that might solve this proble
the solution we have implemented is to use double cou
wound pick up coils. In its simplest form we used the co
figuration in Fig. 2~a!. The coils are far enough apart th
they do not couple well enough to cancel each other’s ind
tance, but the global field of the pulse magnet will indu
equal and opposite voltages on each coil. The sample, h
ever, only affects one coil. The result is that the filling fac
of the sample is halved, the inductance is double that o
single coil, and the induced voltage on the double coils fr
the globaldB/dt is zero. With other configurations, such

FIG. 2. A double coil will cancel the voltage created by a changing glo
magnetic field:~a! the configuration we used for these experiments;~b! a
spiral that could be lithographed for almost perfect compensation.
Downloaded 22 Dec 2000  to 140.232.2.33.  Redistribution subject to
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powder samples or large platelet samples, the filling fac
can remain high because both coils can be used.

This modification of the original design, which had
single inductor, successfully reduced the induced volta
enough to use the TDO in a pulsed field. Better options e
for making matched coils, and in our next set of experime
we plan to use flat coils in a spiral configuration as shown
Fig. 2~b!. The advantage of this setup is that the coils can
made with a lithographic process that will insure almost p
fect compensation. As the compensation gets better,
background frequency shift gets smaller, the noise le
drops, and the signal becomes easier to separate from
background. In addition, Gevorgyanet al.11 found that the
sensitivity is greatly enhanced if flat coils are used to m
sure platelet samples.

The second problem we needed to address was ho
measure the frequency and amplitude of the oscillations
rates up to or exceeding 105 samples/s. Two solutions to thi
problem were pursued. For general use we wanted to m
an analog discriminator that could provide us with two vo
ages that were proportional to the frequency and amplitu
Second, we wanted to use a fast digitizer to record the os
lations directly. The raw oscillations could then be analyz
using software at a later time to find the amplitude and f
quency as a function of time.

The method we chose for designing the analog discri
nator came from a suggestion by Gil Clark~UCLA! and is
shown in Fig. 3. The principle is to split the signal into tw
parts and create a linear frequency dependent phase sh
one of the two signals. In our setup, one part goes into
input channel of a lock-in amplifier. The other part go
through a band pass filter tuned near the mixed down T
frequency and with a bandwidth comparable to the to
change we expect in the TDO frequency. This signal g
into the reference channel of the lock-in. From thex and y
outputs of the lock-in we can determine the amplitude a
phase of the relationship of the two signals. The frequenc
proportional to the phase and can be calibrated beforeh
with a test signal. Therefore, if we record thex andy outputs
we can translate them into amplitude and frequency.

l

FIG. 3. The frequency–amplitude discriminator we developed for our m
surements.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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This type of discriminator may sound involved, but it
simpler to use than a phase locked loop and it gives am
tude information that is missing from a phase locked lo
circuit. For our experiments the band pass filter had a ce
frequency of 500 kHz and an adjustableQ between 5 and 50
very reasonable values to attain with standard passive e
trical components. In this system we also needed to fix
amplitude of the reference channel signal because the loc
amplifier did not have a limiter on its input. To hold th
amplitude fixed we ran the phase shifted signal throug
comparator to make a square wave out of it, and th
through a low pass filter to get rid of some of the high
harmonics of the fundamental.~In later systems we found
this last low pass filter to be unnecessary.! Although these
operations could introduce more phase shifts into the sig
the system was calibrated once it was all assembled and
additional phase shifts would have been included in our c
brations. As an example, the phase-frequency calibration
our first experiments is shown in Fig. 4.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Before we do any experiments with the TDO in puls
magnetic fields or dc fields it is necessary to do an empty
calibration. The background signal is often;70 kHz from 0
to 15 T in any of our systems, pulsed or dc. We have
traced the exact origin of the background, however we
know that some of it comes from the magnetoresistance
the coil in the tank circuit. In addition, the circuit may b
affected by a Kovar~a magnetic material! coating on the
tunnel diode and the magnetoresistance of the bias resis
We place the circuit containing the diode and the bias re
tors well outside the magnet center to minimize these fi
induced effects. Depending on the filling factor of o
samples and the effects we are measuring, our chang
frequency due to the sample can range from 1 kHz to 1 M
Therefore, it is usually important to subtract the backgrou
carefully.

In later experiments we plan to isolate the source of
background, and redesign the circuit to reduce the probl
As an example, we have recently found a source of dio

FIG. 4. An example of a calibration plot. To create this we programme
frequency synthesizer to sweep through a particular frequency range
fed that signal into our discriminator.
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that do not have Kovar on them and will be testing the
soon. Another solution to this problem is to use two TDO
and use one to measure the background at all times.11

Our first experiments were run in the 60 T long pul
magnet at the National High Magnetic Field Laborato
~NHMFL! in Los Alamos.28,29The total pulse length was 2.
s and the largestdB/dt was 380 T/s between 40 and 60 T
This is a unique pulsed field facility and was chosen beca
of its relatively smalldB/dt given the size of the fields. We
also ran similar experiments in the short pulse facil
(dB/dt54000 T/s!. The TDO worked in this environment o
the slower down sweeps, and recent improvements in
coils have shown good results in our own 42 T pulsed m
nets~which have a maximumdB/dt5 2500 T/s!.

To reduce eddy currents and heating in the tunnel di
circuit everything in the circuit but the coil is placed abo
the center of the magnetic field. In the Los Alamos syst
the tunnel diode was 0.42 m above center field. The la
size of the long pulse magnets or a standard high field
magnets results in a reduction of the fields anddB/dts at the
diode circuit to 1/6 of the value at field center. In the sh
pulsed fields the height of tunnel diode reduces the fields
thedB/dt at the tunnel diode by a factor of 25 or more. In a
cases the temperature of the diode circuit is the same as
4He bath. Thus, the temperature of the tunnel diode is
same as the sample from 4.2 down to 1.6 K, and remain
1.6 K for lower sample temperatures. The diodes hav
greater negative resistance as the temperature is lower16

but this resistance hardly changes between 77 and 4.2
Based on the above conditions we have not seen any ef
of eddy current heating of the tunnel diode in any of o
experiments. In one case we used the TDO circuit succ
fully in a dilution refrigerator down to 35 mK, but only in a
dc magnetic field.5

V. DATA

In our first experiment we investigated the supe
conducting transition in the organic superconduc
k-~ET!2Cu~NCS!2 . The sample was placed in one of tw
coils that were 2.3 mm in diameter and oscillated at 52 MH
The filling factor was;0.6. At zero field the frequency nois
was less than66 Hz over a 60 s period. Given the condu
tivity of the sample,30 3.83105 V21 m21, we calculate the
skin depth just above the superconducting transition
10.5 K to be 1.431024 m and getting larger at higher tem
peratures as the resistivity becomes greater. Thus, the rf
etration is on the order of the size of the sample or large

The superconducting transition is clearly visible in Fig
with the background~discussed above! subtracted. For those
who are familiar with this material, these data were tak
with the conducting planes almost parallel with the appl
magnetic field. Note that the critical field is much higher th
the perpendicular value (;4 T as seen in Fig. 6!, but not
quite as high as it should be when the sample is exa
parallel to the field. Unfortunately, we could not align th
sample carefully due to the lack of time during our run. T
inset of Fig. 5 shows the raw data with data taken fro
previous work31 on another organic superconductor in
similar orientation in a dc field. Although the scales are d

a
nd
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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ferent, the qualitative features of the two sets of data are v
similar, showing that the experiment we are doing in puls
fields is the same as the experiments we have been doin
dc fields. This similarity is one of the most important poin
of this article. We have shown that we can do compara
TDO experiments in dc or pulsed fields.

In our second experiment we measured the SdH effec
k-~ET!2Cu~NCS!2 and saw both the closeda and the break-
down orb orbit. The difference between the supercondu
ing studies mentioned above and this experiment is sim
that in this experiment the orientation of the conducti
planes in the sample is perpendicular to the magnetic fi
which is ideal for the SdH oscillations. Note that you c
still see the superconducting transition at about 4 T in Fig. 6.
Two sets of data are shown in this figure. One set was ta
by the analog discriminator method and goes up to 28
Above this field the frequency was well beyond the bandp

FIG. 5. The superconducting transition ofk-~ET!2 Cu~NCS!2 with the field
almost parallel to the conducting planes. The inset shows the data with
background along with previous data from another superconductor take
a dc applied magnetic field. The small jump in the data at low fields is fr
the superconducting transition in lead-tin solder on our coil leads. In l
experiments we used silver epoxy to attach the coil and this glitch g
away.

FIG. 6. The full field sweep of the resistance ofk-~ET!2 Cu~NCS!2 . The
lower field part is from the analog discriminator and the upper field p
comes from the brute force digital method. Around 24 T the methods o
lap, and the agreement is good.
Downloaded 22 Dec 2000  to 140.232.2.33.  Redistribution subject to
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of our analog detector and the data were invalid. The br
force digital data is valid to full field, but we did not hav
enough memory to record the entire pulse, so the digital d
are missing the signal below 20 T. Plotting the data toget
shows the full pulse, and the good overlap between the
data acquisition methods near the middle of the field ra
shows that the two methods are consistent. This fig
proves that our data acquisition, particularly our new d
criminator, is working accurately.

The oscillations in the frequency of the TDO signal we
above the superconducting transition are proportional to
sistance and are attributed to the SdH effect as we will pr
below. These oscillations can be seen clearly by dividing
raw signal by the average nonoscillating signal as shown
Fig. 7. In Fig. 8 the fast Fourier transform~FFT! of the
oscillations shows the fundamentala frequency, theb fre-
quency, andb1a andb2a frequencies. The origin of the
lower frequency oscillations, thea frequency, is a closed
orbit on the Fermi surface. At higher fields tunneling occu
from the closed part of the Fermi surface to an open p
resulting in the magnetic breakdown orbitb. All the fre-

he
in

r
s

t
r-

FIG. 7. Quantum oscillations in the organic conductork-~ET!2 Cu~NCS!2

with the smooth nonoscillatory behavior divided out.

FIG. 8. The FFT of the oscillations in the previous figure. The higher f
quencies are the result of electrons tunneling to create a breakdown
that covers most of the Fermi surface.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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quencies we determine are consistent with earlier work
number of recent articles have addressed the relative am
tudes of theb orbit oscillations and its side bands expe
mentally and theoretically,32,33 however, there is no consen
sus on these amplitudes.

One of the anomalies we found was that the amplitude
theb frequencies normalized by that of thea orbit from our
measurements is higher than in most other SdH meas
ments using traditional four lead techniques. Hill34 saw re-
sults similar to ours measuring the SdH effect in a 46.3 G
cavity. We believeb frequencies could be enhanced for o
of two reasons. First, in a microwave cavity or in our coi
the currents in the sample are driven by an oscillating m
netic field and not contacts on the surface of the sample.
possible that the magnetically driven currents tend to
more confined to the conducting (a–b) planes than current
coming through leads, resulting in cleaner magnetic bre
down. The second possibility is that stresses due to the le
cause local defects that interfere with the larger breakdo
orbits.35 When similar measurements are made with the T
method, the samples have no leads and less stress. A
discussion of these phenomena will be published in an
coming article.

It is clear that high quality quantum oscillations can
measured with the TDO technique in pulsed fields. We n
argue that we are measuring oscillations in resistivity,
SdH effect, and not susceptibility@the de Haas–van Alphe
effect ~dHvA!#. We support this claim first with evidenc
that we see the same quantum oscillations in the amplit
and frequency of our TDO, and the amplitude is a measur
the Q of the circuit which is inversely proportional to th
resistivity. And second, because we can estimate the siz
the dHvA effect and calculate the resulting amplitude of
frequency oscillations. These predicted dHvA oscillatio
are much smaller than the signal we measure, suggesting
we are measuring the SdH effect. The calculation is belo

When a magnetic material is placed inside an induc
the magnetic field inside the inductor is increased by a fa
equal to the susceptibility as shown by the equation

B5m0H~11xr !,

consistent with case~1! in Sec. II. Because the inductance
a coil is proportional to the strength of the magnetic fie
contained in the coil, the inductance is changed by the s
factor (11xr ). We can estimate the size of the dHvA effe
by using a result from Shoenberg,36 which shows that the
oscillatory part of the susceptibilityx̃51025 or the measure-
ments of the Naughton group37 in an organic conducto
which give M̃5200 A/m at 17 T . The Naughton resul
translate to ax̃51.531025 and are consistent with th
Shoenberg result, so we will use the Naughton result for
calculation. For the experiment abovef 05 54 MHz andr
50.6. The amplitude of the oscillations in the frequency
the tank circuit due to the dHvA effect can be calculat
from the formula

D f

f 0
5

1

2
xr ,
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based on the familiar equationv r51(/LC)1/2.
Using the numbers aboveD f 5 243 Hz and the rea

magnitude is probably smaller because the dHvA effect m
sured by Naughton was in a compound that has particul
large amplitude oscillations.38 The amplitude of the oscilla-
tions we measured, at the same field, were at least an ord
magnitude greater than this estimate of the dHvA effect,
we attribute the frequency oscillations to eddy currents
duced in the sample, which have magnitudes that are pro
tional to the changes in the resistivity of the sample. Al
the magnitude of the oscillations are consistent with calcu
tions of eddy currents induced by a TDO in infinite pla
conductors.14 This shows that the oscillations we measu
are a result of the SdH effect. Given the range of the abso
values of the resistivity of the organic samples that we stu
the SdH effect will always dominate over the dHvA effect
TDO measurements.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated a contactless method for mea
ing many conductive, magnetic, and penetration depth pr
erties of materials at very high magnetic fields by using
tunnel diode oscillator in a pulsed magnetic field. Many im
provements will enhance this TDO method in the future. W
have already used a rotating platform successfully for
experiments described in this article. Different lead config
rations, such as the strip line used in explosive magnetic fi
experiments,39 will reduce the pickup of noise and thedB/dt
of the magnet pulse increasing the signal to noise ratio. O
disadvantage of the double coil method is that the coil t
ping suggested by Van Degrift16 is difficult because four
matched coils are needed. But, just as with the two co
lithographic processes will make it easy to match any nu
ber of coils. We plan to test many of these improvements
the near future.
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